
FORM-FINDING OF PERFORMATIVE SURFACES THROUGH 3D
PRINTING ON PRESTRESSED TEXTILES 

ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the technique of 3D printing on prestressed fabrics as a way of creating three-
dimensional textile composites and explores potential applications of this method in the architectural
industry.  Design methodology take advantage of the elasticity and self-shaping properties of  these
structures, looking into aspects such as materiality, modularity and scalability. 

Design methodology relies on 3D printing a less elastic material such as thermoplastic polymer on top
of  an  elastic,  prestressed  fabric.  After  releasing  the  tension,  the  fabric  transforms  into  a  three-
dimensional textile structure.  This self-forming process results from the interplay and search for the
balanced state between the two opposing elements: the elastic, prestressed fabric and the stiffer, 3D
printed polymer.  Forms created in this  way are  pure representations  of  their  material  properties,
energy stored in these materials and forces acting on them. As a result, they are structurally stable and
inherently efficient.

The  study  consists  of  two  parts.  The  first  one  aims  to  understand  the  physical  and  geometrical
principles that influence the shape transformation. In nature, out-of-plane deformations of flat sheet
materials are often the most energy-efficient solutions to deal with material access. Examples of such
systems are kale leaves or seashells, which curl towards the perimeter since it costs them less energy
than extending. In the case of prestressed fabrics, their embodied energy acts in the opposite direction
and causes shrinkage, whereas the excess 3D printed material deforms out of plane creating wrinkles
and curls. 

The  second  part  of  this  research  investigates  possible  implications  of  proposed  methodology  for
design and outlines new forms of architectural expression arousing from material form-finding. Focus
is  put  here  on modular  assembly  and performance.  Softness  and elasticity  of  designed composite
modules are used to create performative assemblies, being able to change their shape and reconfigure.
Moreover, design space does not only study various 3D-printed geometries, but also examines different
custom-knitted patterns of the fabric. As a result, several modules are developed as case-studies to test
different  shape transformations and suggest various potential  functions for both inner spaces and
outer building envelopes.

As additive  manufacturing becomes more affordable,  materials  more intelligent,  and textiles  more
robust,  the  pool  of  potential  applications  of  textile  systems  is  continuously  expanding.  Proposed
methodology  suggests  novel  applications  for  lightweight  textile  structures  in  architecture  and
construction such as sun-shading, acoustics, air de/humidifiers, or wind/solar energy generators.
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INTRODUCTION

Textile structures have been used in architecture since humankind first began to build.  Nomadic tribes
from  all  over  the  world  used  fabrics  to  build  shelters  for  themselves  and  their  animals,  taking
advantage of their tensile strength, flexibility and adaptability. Fast to construct and lightweight tents
were initially built from natural and local material such as skins, barks, woven mats or woolen fabrics.
[1] 

The  same  characteristics,  which  led  to  the  initial  utilization  of  fabrics  thousands  of  years  ago,
nowadays have brought textiles to the forefront of innovation. New highly engineered textiles with
growing  strength-to-weight  ratio  and  low  carbon  footprint  gradually  replace  traditional  building
materials. 

New fabrication technologies,  computer-controlled  looms,  knitting  machines and robotics  redefine
textile  production  processes,  while  recent  developments  on  the  molecular  level  of  material
composition  lead  to  the  invention  of  new  materials  being  able  to  self-actuate  and  reconfigure.
Combining smart materials with advanced digital manufacturing creates new opportunities for textiles
as intelligent, adaptable facade solutions. According to Bradley Quinn ‘the cutting edge in architecture
is not sharp, but sensuous and soft.’ [2]

GLOBAL CHALLENGES

‘We have modified our environment so radically that we must now modify ourselves in order to exist in
this new environment ‘[3]

According to the IPBES report [4] about 75% of land and 66% of ocean areas have been significantly
altered by people. Human activities irreversibly affect the climate and environment,  perturbing the
ecosystem around the globe. We are facing environmental degradation and biodiversity crisis, which in
combination with diminishing resources and incessant population growth demand radical changes in
the way we live, act and build. Our lifestyle choices need to be reconsidered and new solutions must be
found for more sustainable living and efficient use of materials. 

The United Nations in the World Urbanization Prospect [5] predicts that by 2050,  68% of world’s
population will leave in the urban areas, which is 25% more than in year 1950. Considering this rapid
urbanization growth architecture needs to become much more visionary and courageous than in the
previous decades,  so that it  can adjust to the rapid climate and environmental  changes and serve
future generations. 

‚Natural ecosystems have complex biological structures: they recycle their materials, permit change
and adaptation,  and make efficient  use  of  ambient  energy.  By contrast,  most  man-made and built
environment  have  incomplete  and  simple  structures:  they  do  not  recycle  their  materials,  are  not
adaptable, and they waste energy.‘ [6]

Most of the crude architectural solutions are still far behind the dynamic, intelligent and intrinsically
efficient  structures  built  by  nature.  Nevertheless,  with  the  help  of  new cutting-edge  technologies,
advancements in material  science and engineering,  the idea of  ‘smart’,  adaptive  built  environment
becomes more and more viable.

ADAPTIVE BUILDING ENVELOPES
Facades, being interfaces between buildings and environment, play an important role in the regulation
of the energy waste in buildings. They negotiate between desired conditions of the indoor spaces and
the fluctuating conditions of the outdoor environment. This strategic position in-between the two very
different  and complex environments may push facades to the forefront of  sustainable thinking.  As
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adaptive, intelligent systems they could help to optimize the energy used for heating, cooling, lighting
or ventilating and in the same time provide optimal comfort for indoor and outdoor spaces. [7]

How  can  we  maximize  the  use  of  natural  energy  sources,  minimize  material  waste  and  design
according to the local needs and conditions? Can we learn from nature and its laws of adaptation in
order  to  create  flexible  systems adapting  to  the  ever-changing environmental  conditions?  Can  we
design not only new buildings but also new materials and production processes? 

MATERIAL FORM-FINDING 
Technological advancements and material innovations are alone not enough to create new concepts for
more sustainable  living. Once we have intelligent  materials  and new fabrication methods,  the  key
question becomes how to design with these materials and technologies. How to maximize material
efficiency? How to use its intelligence for sustainable design solutions? The answer to many of these
questions lies in the relationship between material and geometry and how these two relate to each
other.

The  efficient  and  functional,  but  also  complex  and  diverse  forms  of  plants  and  living  organisms
inspired architects and designers for centuries. [8] Unlike often in architecture, in nature there is no
space for superficiality. Every biological form is a result of the morphogenetic processes, influenced by
its material characteristics and environmental context. 

‘The waves of the sea, the little ripples on the shore, the sweeping curve of the sandy bay between the
headlands, the outline of the hills, the shape of the clouds, all these are so many riddles of form, so
many  problems  of  morphology,  and  all  of  them  the  physicist  can  more  or  less  easily  read  and
adequately solve: solving them by reference to their antecedent phenomena, in the material system of
the mechanical forces to which they belong, and to which we interpret them as being due. ‘[9]

Fig. 01: Seashell, Stevens P.S. Patterns in nature. 1974.

Seashells for example curl more on the edge than towards the center because they grow at a faster rate
on the perimeter and creating waves is the most efficient way to deal with the material access. [Fig.01]
As  Stevens  remarks:  ‘nature  makes  cups  and saddles  not  as  she  pleases  but  as  she  must,  as  the
distribution of the material dictates’ [10] 
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FORM-FINDING EXPERIMENTS

The following study aims to examine the out of plane deformations resulting from the process of 3D
printing on prestressed fabric.  This  material  form-finding method was developed by the MIT Self-
Assembly Lab. [11,12] It relies on 3D printing a less elastic material (such as thermoplastic) on top of
an elastic, prestressed fabric. Once the tension is released, the textile transforms into a specific three-
dimensional shape, whereas its form is influenced by the 3D printed pattern. This part of the research
aims to  analyze  different  parameters  affecting  the  transformation  in  order  to  understand  the
relationship between the material properties, the energy stored in the pretensioned textiles and their
final form. 

Fig. 02. Single 3D printed line on prestressed fabric (left). Line transforming into a wave after releasing
the tension from the fabric. (right) Collaboration with Lorenzo Guiducci, Matters of Activity. Image Space
Material. Cluster of Excellence at Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

The first case-study focuses on the 3D printed lines transforming into waves. Two series of physical
experiments were carried out where a single line was 3D printed on a fabric, which was prestressed
only in its longitudinal direction. [Fig.02] The width and length of the line did not change throughout
the experiments.
In the first  series  of  tests  the pretension of  the fabric  varied and the height  of  the  line remained
constant,  whereas in the  second series  the  height  of  the  line  varied and the tension of  the  fabric
remained constant.

Fig. 03. Series of 3D scans of one line with different heights. The line is 3D printed on fabric prestressed in
its longitudinal direction. 
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After  several  tests  the  tension  was  released and  all  the  textile  composites  were  3D  scanned  and
analyzed. [Fig.03] As a result, every printed line transformed into a wave with different wavelength
and  amplitude.  It  occurred  that  different  parameters  of  the  3D  printed  geometry  affect  different
aspects of the transformed geometry: the height of the lines affecting the amplitude and the stretch
affecting the wavelength. [Fig.04]

Fig.  04.  Three  lines  3D  printed  with  different  height  (left).  Three  lines  3D  printed  on  differently
prestressed  fabric.  (right)  Collaboration  with  Lorenzo  Guiducci,  Matters  of  Activity.  Image  Space
Material. Cluster of Excellence at Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

The experiment was then repeated with multiple lines of the same height and surface pretension, each
time changing the distances between the lines. If the distance was big enough, the lines transformed
independently into the same configuration. Once the lines were closer to each other, it affected the
amplitude of the waves created on each line. 

DEVELOPMENT OF PERFORMATIVE MODULES

The second part of the research aims to apply the observations from the previous experiments into the
design process of performative textile surfaces. It focuses on the development of a textile module and
its geometrical phase-change which would allow for multiple configurations. Several modules are then
assembled into a larger surface and tested for an exemplar application as sun-shading envelopes. 

For comparability of the results, the conditions of the experiment were the same for all the samples.
They were all printed by the Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) 3D printer using the same printing
settings, materials and module sizes. The filament used for the experiment was polyactic acid (PLA) - a
thermoplastic polyester derived from renewable biomass, applied on the elastic knitted fabric (85%
Polyamid and 15 % Elastan) and pre-stretched in both directions to 150%. 
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Fig. 05. Two different strategies for stiffening the circular module: concentric rings (left) and radial ribs
(right).

The starting point for the development of the textile unit is a circular boundary which transforms into
a saddle shape. After  diverse tests and prototypes with increasing complexity,  two main strategies
were chosen to stiffen the circular module and serve as case-studies for further development. 
The first strategy relies on concentric rings,  the second one on radial ribs. [Fig.05]

Fig.06. Two modules developed in order to test in a larger assembly.

These two strategies are developed further into modular elements that are able to change their form.
[Fig.06]  Both  modules  are  then  multiplied  into  a  larger  assembly.  Different  shape-changing
mechanisms are designed for each of the models allowing the surface to control the amount of light
that it lets through.

CASE STUDY_01 

The first case-study model uses the elasticity of the modules for their shape-change. Single units can be
compressed by pulling  the  two opposite  sides  towards  each  other.  As  a  result,  the  modules form
vertical,  closed surfaces. [Fig.07] Once the force is released, they come back to the initial,  balanced
state.  This  methodology  allows  to  reduce  the  energy  needed  to  activate  the  system  and  use  the
intrinsic properties of the material to drive the shape transformation in one direction. In the other
direction a mechanical activation is used at the moment, but alternative solutions  are planned to be
developed in the future.
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Fig.07. Geometrical transformation of the first module. 

Fig.08. Opening and closing of the textile surface. Prototype 85 x 85 cm

One of the challenges for fabricating identical modules lies in the pretension of the fabric. One can
easily observe slight differences among the modules, which result from the manual pretension.[Fig.08]
The imprecision could be minimized by decreasing the area of the printing bed, whereas the problem
can be completely eliminated in the industrial production with automatic tensioning mechanisms.

Fig.09. Sun path analysis of the open and closed modules facing south in Berlin, Germany on July the 17 th

at the following times: 10:00 AM, 12 AM, 3 PM and 5 PM. 

In order to evaluate the results and test the functional of the proposed system, digital representations
of open and closed modules are modeled and their sun shading performance is simulated. Sun path
analysis  [Fig.09]  and  solar  radiation  analysis  [Fig.10,Fig.11]  are  carried  out to  compare  the  two
strategic orientations of the modules: the southern and the western one. It occurs that on the southern
side the open modules protect better against direct sun light, whereas on the western side the vertical
modules  perform  better  and  let  more  daylight  through.  As  a  consequence,  transformation  of  the
modules from one state to another could be used to adapt to the sunlight conditions throughout a day.
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Such passive solar design strategy could increase energy efficiency and thermal comfort in  the built
environment. 

Fig.10.  Radiation analysis  of  the  open and closed modules  on the southern facade  in  Nashville,  USA
(Grasshopper Ladybug)

Fig.11.  Radiation  analysis  of  the  open  and  closed  modules  on  the  western  facade  in  Nashville,  USA
(Grasshopper Ladybug)

CASE STUDY_02 

The  second  case  study  relies  on the  experimental  design  process  where  both  parts  of  the  textile
composites are examined: the 3D printed geometry as well  as the textile logic of the pretensioned
fabric. This time the focus is put on the potential transformations of the second circular module with
the stiffening ribs arranged radially from the center to the boundary. As a result of several prototyping
experiments, an additional cut is introduced into the geometry in order to create a spiral-like surface.
Contrary to the previous examples,  the phase-change does not happen now by applying tension or
compression on the geometry, but by simply rotating the modules or parts of them. [Fig.12, Fig.13]
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Fig.12. Studies of the movement of one textile module: top view (upper row), side view (lower row)

Fig.13. Single module rotated 180 degrees

Rather than looking at the individual modules independently, this study focuses on the orientation of
single  modules  in  a  larger  assembly.  The  following  example  demonstrates  a  system  where  the
individual  modules  do  not  change  their  form  but  depending  on  their  relative  position  to  their
neighbors,  the  character  of  the  whole  surface  changes.  Here  the  modules  are  arranged along  the
vertical  ribs  that  rotate  along  the  vertical  axis.  [Fig.14]  As  a  result,  the  overall  surface  gradually
transition from closed to open state. This system could be potentially activated  by the wind energy,
resulting in a fully passive and adaptive sun-shading scheme.
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Fig.14. A sequence of multiplied rotating modules (Rhino Grasshopper) 

Another  aspect  which  can  increase  material  efficiency  of  the  textile  composites  is  the  local
differentiation of  the  knit  pattern within  the fabric.  Several  tests  were set  up in order to test  the
influence of the knit on the deformation of the fabric and locally control its stiffness, elasticity and
porosity.  Custom  elastic  knits  for  the  experiments  were  produced  at  the  STFI-  SaJ chsisches
Textilforschungsinstitut in Chemnitz.  The tests  focused on two different  aspects  of  the  production
process: increasing sizes of the knit loops and diversifying the knit pattern in the specific areas of the
textile.  [Fig.15]  Design of  the  custom knitted fabrics  will  be  investigated in the  next  phase of  the
development, looking into the several challenging aspects such as synchronization between the knit
pattern  and  the  3D  printed  geometry  and  influence  of  the  custom  fabric  on  the  geometrical
transformation. [Fig.16]

Fig.15. Knitted fabric with ‘Fang’ pattern (left) and four different loop sizes (right). 
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Fig.16. 3D printing on a custom knitted fabric with ‘fang’ pattern

Both  case  studies  touch  upon  different  aspects  of  the  self-shaping  textiles  and  their  potential  to
perform different functions in the built  environment.  Rather than trying to solve specific  technical
difficulties,  this paper aims to outline manifold directions and possibilities discovered in the design
process which could be worth pursuing in the  next phase of the research. 

CONCLUSIONS

3D printing on prestressed fabrics is a robust methodology for creating three-dimensional, lightweight,
transformable composites with a lot of potential as building structures or smart textile facades. Some
of the remaining challenges in the architectural applications of this methodology are the materiality,
durability and scaling up of the manufacturing process, however presented experiments demonstrate
that the self-shaping principles could be used to increase material efficiency and allow adaptation.

Areas  that  require  further  development  and  improvement  include:  control  and  precision  of  the
pretensioning to  minimize differences between the modular elements,  attachment and connections
between the elements as well as assembly logic and configurations. Geometrical and behavioral studies
will be carried out parallel with material prototyping and custom knitting.

Current phase of this research presents the  principles guiding the shape transformation, negotiating
between the tensile  force  of  the  fabric  and the juxtaposed strength of  the 3D printed geometries.
Moreover, it aims to outline the possibilities of activating and enlivening these textiles after they have
found an optimal state.  

At the moment the transformation of the pre-programmed textiles in presented above case studies is
stimulated by mechanical forces. Once the external force is released, the textile composites naturally
come  back  to  their  balanced state.  Nevertheless,  recent  technological  advancements  and  material
innovations make it possible to imagine reversibility of this movement or  self-activation. One of the
possible  future  scenarios suggests  other  activation  models  such  as  SMA-  Shape  Memory  Alloys,
sensorics  or even passive  methods such as active  materials which could change shape due to the
external stimuli such as temperature or humidity. [13] Moreover, responsive materials could not only
replace the 3D printed part, but also inform the fabric itself. 
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As a result, combining the form-finding method with self-actuating materials could allow creation of
living  building skins adapting dynamically  to  the  ever-changing environment.  This  process can be
enriched  by  looking  at  nature- not  by  mimicking  its  solutions,  but  by  learning  from  its  laws  of
adaptation and understanding the relationship between form, material and forces.
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